A natural glacial quarry providing
the purest sand based materials
for ultimate quality products
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A NATURAL GLACIAL QUARRY PROVIDING THE PUREST
SAND BASED MATERIALS FOR ULTIMATE QUALITY
PRODUCTS, JUST AS NATURE INTENDED. SIMPLY THE
BEST QUALITY MATERIAL OF ITS KIND IN THE AREA.
SUITABLE FOR MULTIPLE USES. YOU CHOOSE, WE SUPPLY.
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INTRODUCING
Kirkhill Sand Quarry
A. Falconer and Sons has a long tradition of supplying customers with pure, natural sand
products from their Kirkhill Sand Quarry. Kirkhill sand is a natural mineral with no artificial
additives, from a glacial quarry formed during the last ice age – and our customers tell us that
it’s the best quality sand to be found anywhere in either the north-east or north of Scotland.

Kirkhill Sand Quarry is situated on the

Our customers can arrange to collect and

outskirts of Elgin, the regional capital

transport sand products from Kirkhill, Elgin,

of Moray in Scotland, 65 miles west

or request delivery. A. Falconer and Sons

of Aberdeen and 36 miles east of

will deliver loose sand from three tonnes

Inverness, the Highland capital.

up to 30 tonnes, or supplied in individual

Our premium quality sand products have

bags – simply state your preference.

many applications – what you see in the

We can also, in some cases, facilitate

brochure is just a sample of the roles

shipping off the UK mainland, in which

they can play in industry, sports and

circumstance the client arranges shipping

leisure, asphalt surfacing and the garden.

under separate negotiation. Rail networks

A. Falconer and Sons offers extremely

from Elgin are also easily accessed, We

competitive prices and is currently

are happy to discuss your requirements –

expanding into new markets.

just ask!
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INDUSTRIAL
Kirkhill Sand Quarry
You’d be amazed at the places you come across Kirkhill’s pure, glacial sand. Created by natural
forces over thousands of years, it requires no cleaning or additives and its fine grain means
it can be used in a variety of industrial environments.
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Kirkhill sand is primarily used in

Our sand is also used in the manufacture

construction, for brick and block laying

of asphalt for roads. Kirkhill sand was

and plastering, patio slabbing and so on.

also used in the asphalt supply for the

It can also be used as ballast and is a

runways at Kirkwall airport, on Orkney,

useful material for backfill in trenches,

and at Sumburgh Airport, on Shetland.

where it creates a good protective layer
for pipes and cables.

This is by no means a prescriptive list of
the uses of our sand. If your industry has
need of premier sand products, we’d be
delighted to discuss your requirements.
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SPORT AND LEISURE
Kirkhill Sand Quarry
Kirkhill sand has an important role to play in many aspects of leisure and sports. From major
public amenities to your own garden, clean, natural sand makes a vital contribution to land and
surface quality, animal comfort and aesthetics!

Many golf clubs use Kirkhill sand for

When it comes to the garden, Kirkhill

bunker fill. Mixed with rubber waste, our

sharp sand can be used as a growing

sand also creates a soft but firm base for

medium for containers, beds and borders.

equestrian ménages.

It can also be used to improve soil

Our sand is ideal for many applications
within the leisure industry, including
amenity and play areas in town parks.

structure and drainage, form the base of
top dressing for lawns, and is an excellent
medium for establishing new seedlings.

In recent years, the emergence of worm

Kirkhill sand has been used to help Elgin

farms, supplying bait to the coarse

during the heavy rains of recent winters –

fishing industry, has also created new

it is perfect for sand bagging, to create

commercial opportunities.

strong flood barriers and protect property
against water damage.

A. Falconer and Sons is currently in the process of expanding its customer base, and actively
seeking new outlets. If your company has need of fine quality sand from the purest natural
source, we’d be delighted to hear from you and discuss how Kirkhill sand could improve your
business or leisure interests.
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design by dynam, inverness

Our Tiger Moth is a very special flying machine – and as far as we know, is one of only
three based, and still flying, in Scotland. It’s also possibly the furthest north in the UK!
This world famous vintage aircraft was
designed by Sir Geoffrey de Havilland,
whose famous film star sister was Olivia
de Havilland. The aircraft is based in its
own wartime hangar of the period and
flies from a private airstrip at Shempston.
This ab initio trainer was the first
flying experience for many British and
Commonwealth pilots in training, who
went on to fly Spitfires and Hurricanes
in the Second World War.
The Tiger Moth also offers a unique
opportunity for a lucky Falconer customer
to fly in an open air bi-plane.

A. Falconer and Sons

Kirkhill Quarry

All correspondence to:
Head Office, Ashgrove
Elgin, Moray IV30 1UX

Calcots Road, Kirkhill
Elgin, Moray IV30 5NZ
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Tel: 01343 542 371
Fax: 01343 552 232
afalconersons@tiscali.co.uk

www.sandquarry.co.uk

